
Note on Understanding Number Conservation (Invariance): It is extremely important for children to 
understand that number does not depend on the size of the object or the space over which a number of objects 
is spread. When comparing two sets of objects, young children (3- and 4-year-olds) usually make a qualitative 
judgment not a quantitative one. For example, if you show them three large balls and four small balls and ask 
them if there are more small balls or more large ones, they will almost certainly say, ‘Large ones’. In the first 
activity below, after moving the egg cups closer together, the majority of four year olds (even those who can 
count reliably) are likely to say that there are now more eggs. Adults are often surprised by the fact that a child 
who apparently counts well focuses on perceptual or visual spatial qualities rather than numerical ones. When 
we ask young children to think about changes in quantity, they do not automatically focus on whether or not 
objects have been added or taken away. Many children do not even think about counting. They see ‘more eggs’ 
because they see a longer row of eggs and believe their eyes. They very clearly see that the egg cups occupy less 
space than the eggs – the row of egg cups at an end, but there are eggs passing the end of the row. That is 
enough. This type of problem also presents the child with another kind. When an adult makes a change (say to 
the arrangement of egg cups) and draws attention to it, the most likely explanation is that they want the child to 
say that something has changed. After all, adults usually draw attention to an action because they want the child 
to see that something has changed, not to see that it hasn’t. Both their visual and their social skills are telling 
them the same story. The activities below, and the discussion you have for each one, will help your child become 
aware of the need for a quantitative judgement.

Do My Eyes Deceive Me?

Put out five egg cups in a row, well spaced out. Put an egg under each one in ‘one-to-one correspondence’. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 A picture of 5 plates and 6 
spoons

 5 egg cups (or similar 
object, of the same type) 
and 5 eggs

 6 biscuits of the same type

 8 coins of the same type

 5 plates and 6 spoons of 
the same type

15–20 minutes

DO MY EYES DECEIVE ME?

Your child understands the concept of number conservation.
Your child understands that a number does not depend on the size of the object or the space over which a number of objects is spread.
Your child realises that the only change that makes a difference in the number is when you add one (some) or take one (some) away.
Your child can answer questions about whether or not a quantity has changed correctly, i.e. they look to see whether objects have been 
added or taken away, regardless of the visual features of the problem.

To introduce the concept of ‘number conservation’
To develop understanding that number does not depend on the size of the object or the space over which 
a number of objects is spread
To facilitate the realisation that the only change that makes a difference to the number of objects is adding 
one (some) or taking one (some) away
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Ask the usual ‘correspondence’ question: Are there as many eggs as there are egg cups? Is there an egg for every egg cup? 

Now, very conspicuously, move the egg cups closer to each other while leaving the eggs in place. Ask: Are there still as 
many eggs as egg cups. Is there still an egg for every egg cup? Discuss their answers and how our eyes can deceive us.

Row of Biscuits:

Place four biscuits in a row and ask: How many biscuits are there in the row? Then: If I space them out will there still be 
four biscuits? Will the number of biscuits stay the same?  

Increase the length of the row by spacing out the biscuits more and ask the following: What has happened? Are there still four 
biscuits? Did the number of biscuits stay the same?

Now add one biscuit to the row or take away one from the row, and discuss what has happened to the number of biscuits after each change. Focus 
on reaching the conclusion that the only change that makes a difference to the number is when you add one/some or take one/some away. You 
might want to demonstrate this by letting them eat one or two. 

Large Triangles, Small Triangles:

Arrange six coins close together to form a small triangle and ask: How many coins are there in the triangle? If I space them out 
will there still be six coins? Will the number of coins stay the same?

Increase the size of the triangle considerably by spreading out the coins and ask: What has happened? Are there still six coins? 
Did the number of coins stay the same?

Add one or more coins to the triangle or take away one or more and discuss whether there is the same number of coins after each change. Help 
them to conclude, as before, that changing the position of the coins in space does not change the number – the only change that makes a difference 
to the number is when you add one/some or take one/some away.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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Spoons and Plates:

Show your child the picture provided of five plates and six spoons. Ask them: Which are there more of, plates or spoons? How we could find out?  

If they answer ‘plates’, put your plates and spoons out as shown in the picture above and tell them this story:

Myla has invited some friends over for dinner. She wants to set the table with a plate and a spoon for everyone. Does she have an equal number of 
plates and spoons? Are there as many plates as spoons? What will happen if she spreads the plates out like this – will the extra spoon have a plate 
now? What do we really have to do to make sure every spoon on the table has a plate?

Your child might not feel the need to count because they see it and believe their eyes. They very clearly see that the spoons occupy less space than 
the plates - the row of spoons has finished but there are plates past the end of the row. So that might be enough for them. If so, it is time to convince 
them that your eyes really can deceive you – show them that by counting, they can see for themselves that the way their eyes see a situation or an 
array of objects is not necessarily correct.
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How Many Do We Have?

Find every opportunity to give your child the chance to practise in real life with objects of different sizes and their position spatially. Create and/or 
take advantage of opportunities for checking, for example: Do we have as many big chairs as small ones? Are there more toys in a row on the shelf or 
lying on the floor? How can we check? They can suggest different ways – one-to-one matching, using Correspondence Grids, an abacus or by counting. 
Always discuss the results of their discoveries with them.
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Cut out the picture along the dotted line. 
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